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lockchain technology is the distributed database that underlies digital cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin. Various
consensus algorithms can create distributed ledger systems to achieve a verifiable public record of transactions,
replacing trust in people or institutions with a trust in mathematics. All of these technologies provide an extremely

useful solution for keeping a reliable record of digital information — a practical answer to the theoretical conundrum
known as the Byzantine Generals Problem. Keeping track of digital tokens in order to prevent double-spending is the
most obvious application, but blockchain technologies allow for any kind of transaction without a requirement for a
trusted third party, intermediaries or centralized authority. Hundreds of digital currencies based on blockchain technologies are valued in the billions of dollars with over 100,000 merchants accepting bitcoins, but the applications extend
beyond digital cash.
IMPACT
Bitcoin as a currency is only the first application for blockchain technologies, the proof of the concept that shows
valuable information can be reliably stored in a digital system scattered all over the world. The blockchain acts as a
registrar of deeds, recording and verifying the ownership of assets. The innovation is the technological shift away from
human-based verification to algorithmic trust that reduces the costs of transactions and boosts economic efficiency and
wealth.
As hundreds of billions of devices connect to the internet, a secure communications platform to ensure trusted software updates and the absence of malware could rely on blockchain technologies. The “internet of things” (IoT) will need
a low-cost network that can autonomously maintain itself without the need for human intervention. Just as the telephone system became more efficient and affordable when human switchboard operators were replaced by automation,
employing blockchain technology to secure machine-to-machine communications will make smart appliances more
widespread and convenient, enabling sharing economies and other efficient markets.
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which money is generally heavily regulated by government entities, rather than algorithms and cryptography. Similarly
things like enforcing contracts and insurance have their own legal/judicial and regulatory infrastructure that are based
on humans adjudicating issues. When things are handled algorithmically instead, it could have a major impact on both
that infrastructure and how such contracts are made and enforced.
There are also concerns about law enforcement. Certainly a significant number of “dark market” transactions for illegal products are happening with cryptocurrencies today, leading to concerns about how law enforcement can track
down lawbreakers.
Beyond currency and contracts, the blockchain’s ability to reliably record information has many exploring how it could
be used to revolutionize voting systems as well, potentially building much more secure, reliable and trustable voting
systems that are nearly impossible to corrupt. On top of that, some envision a world in which blockchains enable truly
distributed online services, that have no central point of attack, or central point of failure.

This could create significant regulatory
questions, including how to categorize
services that simply aren’t based
anywhere — unlike today, where, at
the very least, key servers must exist
somewhere. This creates challenging
questions about which regulatory regimes
apply — and a variety of other questions
regarding freedom of expression,
defamation, copyright and more.
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